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Spirit… may your imagination cast us into the future… and dream a world different 
from this… but grown from it… where just speaks… and peace is a way of life and 
love transforms daily… yet may our imagination… recognising those very hopes 
among us here… So be it… Amen

Today… let’s declare this place a Brexit… Tory leadership challenge… Labour Party… 
Chilcot… Donald Trump… Euros 2016 and Wimbledon free zone… 

Let’s not mention Europe… or Wales… or Andy Murray… or the misogynist amazement 
that the next MP will be a woman… let’s not mention any of that for the rest of the 
service… because we seem to have been talking about all these things endlessly for 
weeks now… 

It’s amazing how quickly we feel a different people… a different nation… It’s all very 
confusing… what does ‘normal’ mean any more… and if Andy Murray wins today… that 
really would be the confirmation… the world doesn’t work out the way you expect it to…

So let’s make a space where we can find some routine again… some anchors… in a world 
that has been changing all too rapidly for us over the last fortnight… and to do that… let’s 
pick a story… out on the edge of the bible… hardly ever told… with characters we rarely 
hear about… and if their names do sound familiar… we’ll probably just imagine we’ve 
heard them listed among some fantasy football team for the Euro Final this evening…  
Ronaldo… Nani… Ishmael… Sanchez… Greesman… Hagar… Eduardo… Which ones 
are the odd ones out?… I see some have fallen asleep already… at the very mention of 
football… 

Hagar… is an Egyptian… Hagar is a concubine… Hagar… is the handmaid of Sarah… 
who approaching 90… had been promised children but as yet had none… Might as well 
have some children about the place says Sarah… even if they aren’t mine… and gives 
Abraham her almost centenarian husband… Hagar… who gives birth to a son… 
Ishmael… 
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And as all children bring… there is joy about the place… Hagar… once slave… now walks 
tall… Sarah notices… Ishmael grows in stature being The Son… Sarah notices… 
Abraham takes him long walks to the edge of the day… and shows his son all the land he 
will inherit… Sarah notices… 

This child of promise… doesn’t feel very promising to Sarah… and the relationship 
between her and Hagar… is as bad a Gove and Johnston… except it suddenly gets worse 
when Sarah herself… to her surprise… but more to everyone else’s… tells Abraham… 
with more laughter than anything else… now she is pregnant… 

Now with a pure blood heir… Sarah’s head is high… despite the old arthritis… and 
Hagar’s is lowering… 

In the nursery one day… Sarah sees her step son… Ishmael… playing with Isaac… and 
she has one of those moments of revelation… where she sees the inheritance split 
between the two of them… and that’s not good enough for her son Isaac… So Sarah… 
without any laughter now… prompts Abraham to get rid of both Ishmael… and Hagar… 
regretting that terrible decision she made… of letting Abraham have Hagar… 

Hagar and her son… are sent on a one way journey into the desert… with a loaf and a 
skin of water… No one believed they would last long… including Hagar… who after the 
last drop of water was drunk… left her son in the shade and walked out… closed her eyes 
and cried whatever tears were possible in the heat of the sun… 

Now depending on your tradition… you can hear this story in two ways… Clearly God has 
shaped a covenant with Abraham and Sarah… to them God has said… count the stars… 
or at least begin to count them… That’s how many children you will have for I will raise up 
a great nation from you… God has a nation… through Isaac… 

But if you listen to the story… God was not exclusive… for God equally said to Hagar… I 
will raise from you… a great nation… through Ishmael… 

And we can choose to follow the line through Isaac… and recognise the raising of Israel… 
and Judaism and eventually Christianity… but we can linger a longer with this other family 
line… through Ishmael… and wonder… where does this branch of the family take us… 
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Because it is the strangest thing about the Bible… that you can be assured that these 
sideline stories… that seem to go off in a tangent to the main action… are no less 
significant for that… 

God had made a promise… and while the covenant was with Abraham and Sarah’s line… 
the promise was bigger than the covenant… and God set in tow a whole other nation… 
called the Ishmaelites… and while we may recognise them as the caravan to which 
Joseph was sold… according to Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Joseph musical… they are far 
more than that…

Tradition has it that from the tribe of Ishmaelites… the Arab nations were born… and 
indeed… the Ishmaelites were the ancestors of Mohammad and ultimately Islam… and it 
all begins here… in the casting out of Hagar… and her son Ishmael… in this ancient story 
of our common patriarch… 

Sarah ultimately dies… and the bible tells us Abraham marries again… taking as his 
wife… Keturah… This is an arabic name… and it comes from a word that means… 
reinstated… and Jewish commentators suggest that Keturah… Abraham’s second wife… 
is actually Hagar… for the name ‘Hagar’ is simply a descriptive title that means 
‘stranger’… as she was… as a concubine… 

Here Hagar’s story becomes one of rejection but reconciliation… two promised nations… 
reconciling round their one common father… Abraham… who still today… is equally as 
important a patriarch to both… 

This is what happens in bible stories… But it doesn’t just end there… because Rabbi 
Jonathan Sacks… takes note today of the number of Jewish women who name their 
daughters Hagar… a highly political act… marking the parents as being supporters for 
reconciliation between Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews… 

And we thought we were on safe ground this morning… with a story that wouldn’t cause 
upset… controversy… or remind us about the world we are living in… but this ancient… 
sidelined story… isn’t as innocent as we would presume… 
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And while this female of the species… Hagar… does not seem to be the difficult woman 
Theresa May or Andrea Leadsom might say they are… their stories will eventually fall from 
the headlines… Hagar’s however… three millennia later… is still being told… 

The truly astonishing thing about the Bible… is that her story is there at all… This is a book 
of faith… and in a Eurosceptic world… where we are making ourselves smaller in the 
world… the good book… is not narrow or one sided… and among the trials then and today 
of nation building… of Hebrews… of Judaism… of Christianity… the bible challenges a 
sense of superiority… by offering other… God breathed… stories of faith… from outside 
the fold… where God seems to work through those people the powerful have cast out… 

Hagar… Cyrus… Samaritans… Even Jesus almost gets himself killed in Capernaum… for 
reminding his own people… that God sometimes skips right over them… to go take care of 
people who don’t share their Faith… 

So despite trying to avoid all that is going on in our world… and the power plays that are 
happening… Labour… Conservative… Chilcot… the Euros… the bible swings us right 
back into the thick of it… but with a plot bigger than any of these… that reminds us… and 
calls us… to be bigger that we imagine… less narrow and self seeking… to see God’s 
promise is larger than our particular version of it… and be assured that love… is far 
broader… than any account of any story we weave from its pages to reassure ourselves… 

Hagar… that female of the species reminds us finally… the truths are never out of date… 
the bible is never narrow… and the story… is never over… Ours… in this moment in 
time… is to live into that promise… bigger than all of us… and believe it holds us all… 
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